Extra work in packs
Week 4

Please find attached:

Maths:
- 4 in a row Maths sheet – play against a partner like with the game ‘Connect 4’. The first to get all 4 next to each other wins.
- Crack the Colour Code – Work out the answer to the addition questions and then colour them in using the key, making sure they are the correct colour.
- Animal Multiplication – work out the multiplication sum and use the pictures to help you to work it out.

Extra ideas:
Practise counting in steps of 2, 5 and 10 up and down.
Practise adding money values together with values under 30p – How many ways can you make 20p using coins?

Phonics:
- Use the sound mat daily to practise reading and writing all of the Phase 3 sounds [Contained earlier in the pack]
- Using the alternate ‘ea’ sound. Read the sheet and add ‘ea’ each time. What words have you made and what images have you created in your head? Draw them in the box below.
- The ‘oa’ sound – work out what each of the pictures are and then write a couple of sentences using them underneath
- ‘ee’ and ‘ea’ word building sheet – which ‘ee’ sound should the word use?

Topic/Reading:
- Look at the ocean pictures and imagine you are a deep sea diver and you want to write a description of what you can see when you look out over the ocean. Use your sentences to help you.
- Design a sea creature, it may be a combination of sea creatures that already exist
- Reading comprehension - Sea Creatures